


1. Observations
2. Projects
3. Trends

Agenda

Today my talk is grouped into 3 areas.

Consider looking for the papers, articles and books below that I referenced today.

The Sciences of the Artificial by Herbert Simon

Wicked Ideas in Design Thinking by Richard Buchanan

Contextual Design by Hugh Beyer and Karen Holtzblatt

Your Product RoadMap is your Product by Sameer Patel

Design Tech Reports by John Maeda, Also see 
https://designintechreport.wordpress.com

What is Strategy by Michael Porter

https://designintechreport.wordpress.com


Do you have any questions about being an HCI practitioner?

I may be able to address them in my talk today.



About me



1. We are infants and growing quickly
2. Data blurs research and design
3. Value creation is integral to HCI practice
4. We are becoming strategically necessary
5. Human-computer interaction is inclusive by nature
6. An effective way to experience the preferred state
7. Audio modality and zero UI are a new frontier

Observations





➔ Contextual inquiry 
➔ Service blueprint
➔ Heuristic evaluation
➔ Participatory design
➔ Journey mapping
➔ Iterative design
➔ Product roadmap

Research and design methods



Contextual inquiry at distribution center

Drivers load delivery trailers.

Very specific delivery order in mind based on expectations that have been set 
with customers.



Contextual inquiry at 4am

We joined drivers on ride alongs for two shifts per day starting at 4am and then 
again at 11am.



Sometimes drivers unloaded re-loaded the truck.





Drivers are compensated on deliveries completed.

They were changing their itinerary to optimize their earnings. 





https://docs.google.com/file/d/1U8OZJk_RIVrz_8vHcWtcNG35bsLwamOY/preview


Contextual inquiries were also conducted with delivery staff and delivery 
management.







Participatory design

Including delivery drivers, managers and executives



We sources data from the issues tracking system to identify the most prevalent.

Conducted workshops to validate design decisions in low-fidelity.

One designer facilitated the discussion with users and one person played Oz.





A final design and prototype quality rendering code was used to inform user story 
development by agile software team.

Company also considered offering the native mobile app as a SaaS solution for 
other furniture retailers far outside their jurisdiction in Florida and Calfornia.











➔ Service blueprint workshop
➔ Contextual inquiry 
➔ Participatory design
➔ Paper prototyping
➔ Iterative design
➔ Product roadmap

Research and design methods



Lutron was adopting IBM’s business process management (BPM) software and 
wanted a “dashboard” to give a single view.



The client viewed their project through the lens of IBM’s BPM software. 

Originally they requested a dashboard for BPM.

We used the workshop to introduce users to their consideration.







A project facilitate a workshop turned into a project to study users.

We conducted contextual inquiry with users and discovered best practices for 
roles.



Making visible what is hidden in plain sight

Having re-oriented the client to focus on their users, we identified informal team 
roles that already existed. 



Making visible what is hidden in plain sight

Visual depictions of users’ needs helped our client understand that need to 
personalize every interface based on organizational role



The client is a designer too

Some in the design community, like Jared Spool argue that everybody who influences 
a design is a designer. See the Medium post, the “Power of Experience Mapping,” at:
https://medium.com/ux-immersion-interactions/the-power-of-experience-mapping-212
ba81e5ee

Also see Victor Yocco’s response in which he oopposed Spool’s claims in the Medium 
post, “No, Eveybody is Not a Designer,” at:
https://blog.prototypr.io/no-we-arent-all-designers-9102f030dbb0

https://medium.com/ux-immersion-interactions/the-power-of-experience-mapping-212ba81e5ee
https://medium.com/ux-immersion-interactions/the-power-of-experience-mapping-212ba81e5ee
https://blog.prototypr.io/no-we-arent-all-designers-9102f030dbb0


The client is a designer too

Two designers facilitate a paper prototyping session in which one design 
manages the conversation, always facing the user, listening intently and drawing 
out information. The facilitator talks less than the client. The other designer 
draws what the user is verbally describing in real-time and assembles the design. 
User interface elements such as drop down menus, text entry fields and modal 
dialogues can be drawn with enough fidelity that everybody in the meeting 
recognizes them.

When user see their conversation take visual form in real-time they typically add 
more detail.

A skilled facilitator can then use the artifact to ask questions about the goals, 
outcomes and needs that are being served by the design.

To is important to note that the resulting paper prototype needs to be 
interpreted by the design team in a separate meeting after the session concludes.

Recording these session with video and audio, or audio only us ideal.



The client is a designer too



The client is a designer too



The client is a designer too

After meeting to interpret paper prototypes a designer created low-fidelity user 
interface designs in grayscale.

These were reviewed by the designer, revised and then review again in another 
participatory design session with may of the same participants in paper 
prototyping sessions.



The client is a designer too



The client is a designer too



High fidelity design









Edge detection algorithm developed in CMU SCS to support a service goal—

Consumers only ever paint an instance of a room.

Prevailing solutions do not allow them to see their rooms with paint color 
options.







Simulating your future room painted the color that you’ve selected leads to purchasing 
paint.



Can you see how data collected about the user experience could provide lots of 
value for PPG?

Could usage data help the owner of the web application identify struggles or 
abandonment of the app and address them in subsequent design activity?

Could supply chain operations be improved with data generated through 
consumer use of this web application?

Could PPG sense the demand for certain colors, paint finishes, etc?

Could PPG understand the effectiveness of marketing campaigns for the spring 
color collection or new types of finishes by monitoring usage data from this web 
application?



Introduction to 
HCI for Executives
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